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FEATUREFEATURE

Pawls

This Reed invention has 
two pawls for faster 
action and for work 
in tight places – requires 
half the handle swing 
space of competitive 
reamers.

Ds12

Features 
• Self-feeding, spiral reamer starts easily into pipe.
Pipe Reamer is used to deburr steel pipe before threading. Cone is made from tool 
steel and hardened for maximum life. Unique cutting edge makes this spiral reamer 
self-feeding and easy to start and operate.

Catalog
no.

item
Code

 2-71 06060 1/8 - 2 7 - 53 6.7 3.0

Pipe Capacity Weight

in-nom. actual
i.D. mm lbs kg

Features 
• much faster and far more effective than chisels, chains or files.
• Needs only 2” of clearance around the pipe.
• For removing tough dirt and debris quickly, choose the sharp scrapers of the DS12  
 and DS36 chain descalers.

Wide, tough scrapers remove scale, dirt and corrosion quickly from the pipe surface to 
allow more effective cutting, joining, gasket/valve seating or other operations. Pipe
descalers are faster and more effective than chisels, chains or files and need only 2”
of clearance around the pipe. Use them to clean pipe before cutting or water tapping
or drilling. Roller handles allow smooth movement in use. Ds12 and Ds36 chain
descalers are made entirely of steel that is zinc-plated for corrosion resistance and
toughness. The sharp metal scrapers dig in fast to remove dirt and debris. They are 
welded on for long life and can be sharpened. Also, Reed produces a heavy-duty 
power transmission belting pipe descaler, Ds12B. Its handles and scrapers are  
blackened for good rust protection. Belt descaler benefits include lower cost and 
lighter weight than all-metal descalers, longer length to ease back strain during use 
and high-profile scrapers to reduce dirt clogs. Reed offers a replacement belt (for 
DS12B only) with scrapers attached; simply bolt the new belt onto the handles.

PiPe DesCAlers

PiPe reAmer

 DS12 08000 Steel Chain 3 - 12 70 - 300 32 810 5.7 2.6
 DS36 08006 Steel Chain 3 - 36 70 - 910 44 1110 8.2 3.7 
 DS12B 08008 Belt  3 - 12 70 - 300 50 1257 4.2 1.9
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rePlACement Belt

DS12BRB 98008 Replacement belt fits REED DS12B or 45 1143 3.0 1.4
  Wheeler-Rex® 1300
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Ds12B

Roller
Handles
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2-71

Ds12
in use

New at Reed is the CUTTER FINDER on www.reedmfgco.com. By entering the pipe 
type and size, tool users can find with ease all the possible Reed cutters that fit 
that pipe. This online search tool is open in all of Reed’s main website languages:  
English, Spanish, French, German, Chinese, Russian, Arabic and Japanese. 

Give it a try!

ReeDGeT helP finDinG The riGhT CUTTer

http://www.reedmfgco.com/en/products/cutters-and-cutter-wheels/pipe-descalers/
http://www.reedmfgco.com/en/products/cutters-and-cutter-wheels/pipe-reamer/

